
Our World-Workbook Level 5/Unit 1    A1.3.1
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1. rise a. flood

2. hunt b. hide

3. predator c. defend

4. drought d. heat wave

5. attack e. drop

6. blizzard f. prey

Match. Connect the words that have opposite meanings. 
Then label the pictures.

1

Review

predator – prey hunt – hide attack – defend

drought – flood blizzard – heat waverise – drop
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Read and write. Complete the sentences with correct information.2

Read, look and listen. Match. Then number the pictures. TR: 163

1. If a species copies another species, .

2. If I listen to classical music, .

3. If a rabbit sees a fox, .

4. If the beat of the music is fast, .

5. If a snake has stripes, .

6. If she is the lead singer, .

1. The dog is

2. The storm is not

3. If it’s a hip-hop concert,

4. He explains that blizzards are

5. If the cat attacks the insect,

6. She thinks the sound of a  
guitar is not 

a. she always goes.

b. as nice as playing the piano.

c. more confused than frightened.

d. as strong as a blizzard.

e. he’s not going to watch.

f. as bad as a hurricane.

g. as nice as the sound of a violin.

h. very common in winter.

5

1

4

6

2

3

it imitates it
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Look and listen. Draw lines to make sentences. TR: 175

Write. Complete the sentences.6

Answer the questions. Use words from the box.4

1. Why are we going to evacuate? 

2. What instrument is she going to play? 

3. Why is the tiger hiding in a tree near the zebra? 

4. What are we going to hear after we see lightning? 

5. When is the band going to practice? 

6. What is the zebra going to do if it sees a predator? 

1. I play the piano  than my friends.

2. I study  than my classmates.

3. I listen to music  than my parents do.

4. I play football  than my teacher.

5. My brother plays tennis  as my sister.

is the but is going  
to be the

attack concert escape hurricane piano thunder

Rio

Lia

William

guitar player

lead singer

drummer

flute player.

lead singer.

drummer.

She’s going to play the piano.

The tiger is going to attack the zebra.

We’re going to hear thunder.

The band is going to practice before the concert.

The zebra is going to try to escape.

There’s going to be a hurricane.
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Read. Tick T for True or F for False.7

Read and write the answer. Use information from Activity 7.8

Write. A shark will hunt an octopus for food. What can happen if a 
shark finds an octopus? Write a short story. Use what you learnt in 
Activity 7.

9

This octopus needs to hunt, but it must avoid being hunted. 
If it is attacked, it first tries to escape. It can squirt water 
from its body. The water pushes it quickly through the sea. 
If the predator follows, the octopus can squirt black ink. The 
confused predator can’t see, and the octopus escapes. Then 
the octopus tries to hide. It sometimes hides under the sand 
with only its eyes peeking out. It also changes colour to match 
its shelter. In some cases, an octopus will leave a leg behind! 
The leg still moves in the water and attracts the hunter. The 
octopus escapes. In six weeks, it grows a new leg, but the new leg has no 
bones! An octopus has no bones at all!

1. The octopus doesn’t hunt. T  F

2. The octopus moves in the water by squirting black ink. T  F

3. The octopus can change its colour. T  F

4. The octopus will sometimes break a bone in its leg and leave it behind. T  F

5. In six weeks, the octopus can grow a new leg. T  F

1. What does an octopus do to escape from a predator?

 

2. An octopus is clever. What do you know about an octopus that says it’s clever? 

 

3. An octopus hunts. What kind of animal is it? 
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